Relative to younger adults, older adults attend to and remember positive information more than negative information. This shift from a negativity bias in younger age to a preference for positive information in later life is termed the 'positivity effect.' Based on nearly two decades of research and recent evidence from neuroscience, we argue that the effect reflects age-related changes in motivation that direct behavior and cognitive processing rather than neural or cognitive decline. Understanding the positivity effect, including conditions that reduce and enhance it, can inform effective public health and educational messages directed at older people.
Introduction
In 2003 Charles et al. [1] reported findings from a study in which young, middle-aged, and older adults were asked to view images that varied by emotional valence. Some of the images were negative, some positive and others neutral. Compared to the youngest participants, middle-aged participants displayed a modest preference in memory for positive over negative images and elderly participants were far more likely to recall positive images than negative. Earlier research had demonstrated an agerelated preference for emotional material over other types of information (e.g., [2] ) but none had shown differential processing of positive and negative material.
The observation was striking given its juxtaposition with a large literature documenting a negativity bias in younger people. Infants reliably orient to negative stimuli more than positive, and scores of studies have shown that children detect and remember threatening stimuli better than non-threatening stimuli (e.g., [3] [4] [5] ). Social psychologists have widely documented the attention-grabbing properties of negative information in young adults (mostly college students) and shown that negative events are more likely to be remembered and retold in the social transmission of stories than positive events [6] . In a now classic paper titled, 'Bad is stronger than good,' Baumeister and colleagues [7] argued that a negativity bias in humans is so reliable that it can be considered a fundamental principle of human behavior. It makes logical sense: attending to the lion in the brush more than the puppy in the grass likely holds evolutionary advantages [8] .
Yet since Charles et al.
[1] was published, scores of studies have documented an age-associated reversal in preferences for negative over positive stimuli in attention and in memory. Coined, the positivity effect, the pattern refers to a shift from a negativity bias early in life to a positivity bias that emerges in middle and late adulthood (see [9] ). Studies have examined the positivity effect in attention, short-term memory [10], autobiographical memory [11, 12] , and even working memory [13] using a wide range of experimental paradigms, from eye-tracking [14, 15, 16 ] to neuroimaging [17 ,18] . The effect has been shown in many different contexts including attention to emotional faces [19] , recall of facial expressions [20] , memory for health information [21, 22 ], focusing more on positive than negative old age stereotypes [23] , and the interpretation of socially ambiguous situations [24 ] .
Abundant empirical evidence for the positivity effect led to broad acceptance of the observation. Underlying mechanisms, on the other hand, continue to be debated. In this review, we describe initial findings and recent studies on the positivity effect and make the case that the body of literature is most coherent when viewed through the lens of motivated cognition.
Socioemotional selectivity theory
The positivity effect was first identified through tests of hypotheses grounded in socioemotional selectivity theory (SST). SST is a life-span theory of motivation that postulates systematic changes in goals as a function of perceived time horizons [25] . SST maintains that when time horizons are vast and nebulous, as they typically are in youth, goals tend to concern exploration and learning. In contrast, as time horizons grow limited, as they typically do with age, goals shift to ones realized in the 
